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Mini-Notes
 

IDs of the Month 
"To be 0' not to be. That is the 

KD6CUC repeater, .. 

"ThIS is the radio police, come out 
with your hams up. NOEPK. .. 

.'Key your mike. what's your call. 
this repeater is open 10 all. This is 
[anonymous]. " 

Correction from last issue". "I am 
watts I am, the N5QJQ repealer." 

More great IDeas and courtesy 
tones in YlCC 'J{ptes Cmiine, 

First-Pizza Award 
The first pizza order placed 

through a ham repealer following 
the change in \be business rule on 
September 13 of last year was by... 

Thomas Reinhart. KD6MQG 
N6.1XL Repeater. 224.88 MHz 
September 13. J993, 19:48 Local 
J medium pepperoni pizza 
Me & Ed's Pizza Parlors 

We've sent Thomas a certificate 
suitable for framing to celebrate the 
historic occasion. Congratulations! 

"Just add a PC with a Sound Blaster and one resistor .. " 

Expanding Your 
Repeater's Vocabulary 

One of the questions we hear 
most often is "How ean 1add more 
words to my controller's speech 
vocabulary?" For some people, the 
built-in nearly 600 words aren't 
enough. There are hundreds of 
thousands of words in the English 
language, so 6,000 words, or even 
60,000 words wouldn't be enough 
to say exactly what you want! 

Our standard solution to this 
dilemma is our Digital Voice 
Recorder product. With it, you can 
remotely record and re-record any 
or all of the controller's program
mable messages. It gives you access 
to all the words in the English 
language. or any other language, in 
any voice you can "round up" to 
make your recordings. The DVR is 
fully solid-state with no moving 
parts. so it stands up to the harsh 
environment typical ofrepeater 
sites. And it includes a sophisticated 
voice mailbox. 

On the other hand, if a PC ean 
hack it at your site, it ean work with 
your controller to greatly expand 
what your system can say. Keith 
Triplett, N IHLK, points out just 
how easily you can do this. First, 
consider two pieces of background 
information. 

I. You can program any message 
in your controller to include a DVR 
track. or digital recording segment. 
Messages in the '850 can be a mix 
of DVR tracks, synthesized speech 
and Morse code. The '85 and '96 
allow any message as a whole to bc 
DVR tracks. Check the program
ming section of your controllers 
manual for details. When it's time to 
playa track, the controller sends a 
serial command to the DVR. The 
command consists of the ASCll 
letter P, an eight-bit byte indicating 
the track number, and a carriage
return line-feed. The DVR responds 
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by taking its Busy logic output high 
and playing the track. It returns the 
Busy line low at the end of the 
message. 

2. The Sound Blaster and similar 
sound cards for the PC contain a 
collection of sound generation and 
recording hardware. They're 
capable of digital audio waveform 
record and playback, text-to-speech 
conversion. and musical instrument 
synthesis. You can use the text-to
speech capability to have your 
repealer say anything you want, and 
the waveform capability to play 
back audio recordings. 

Hardware Setup 

Keith uses a PC in place of a 
DVR to receive the controller's 
instructions to play tracks. As a 
minimum, he suggests a 286, a 
small hard drive, monochrome 
monitor. a serial and parallel port, 
and a Sound Blaster family card. 

Wire up the COM 1 port RD input 
to the controllers RB-DATA signal. 
Attach" 10K resistor las a pull-up) 
from RD to DSR, strap DSR to DTR, 
and strap CIS to RIS. Finally, 
connect pin 2 of the parallel port 
(data bit 0) to the controller's 
External Device Busy input. 

So just add an inexpensive PC 
,with a Sound Blaster and one 
resistor to your system and it can 
say anything you want! 

batch file for each message you 
want the repeater to say. and supply 
two one-line programs to control a 
busy signal from the PC to the 
controller. 

I. Modify the AUTOBXBC.BAT 

file on the PC to load the SBTalker 
program and to switch control of the 
PC to the COM port connected to 
your controller. This batch file will 
execute automatically when the PC 
boots up. Add the lines shown in 
figure I to the end of the existing 
AUTOEXEC. BAT file. 

REM Change directory and 
CD\sb??\sbtalk 
SBTALKER 

words. Or use the WPLAY or VPLAY 
commands followed by the name of 
. WAY or •VOC digital audio file that 
you want to play out the repeater. 

The Busy line from the parallel 
port to the DVR should go high 
when the message begins, then low 
after the message ends. You do this 
with two programs named LPT
H. EXE and LPT-L. EXB. A typical 
balch file would look like figure 2. 

3. The LPT-H and LPT-L 

programs executed from the batch 
file simply take data bit 0 of the 

run SBTALRER 

REM Setup COMI for 1200/B/N/l and switch control
 
MODE coml baud.12 data=B parity=n stop=l
 
CTTY coml
 

Figure 1. Add these lines to the end of the AUTOEXEC.BAT file to 
start SBTALKER and transfer control to the COM port. 

2. Batch files are text files that 
consist of DOS commands thaI 
execute as if they were typed 
directly from the keyboard. The 
trick here is to name batch files so 
that they execute when the DVR 
issues a play track command. For 
example, Ihe batch file named 
PA. BAT will execute when the 
controller plays track 65. The 
controller sends PA <cr-lf:> to the 
Pc. The letter P is the play 
command, and the letter A is the 
ASCII character for code 65. 

parallel port high and low. You can 
write them in QBASIC as OUT 
888,1 and OUT 888,0 
respectively. Or use Debug to 
program a simple assembler 
program to do the same. 

Where to Go From Here 
wnite this technique will work 

for playing messages, it's trickier to 
remotely record digital waveform 
files. New software that we're 
developing for the '85 and '96 will 
enhance this batch file approach for 
remotely recording announcements. 

REM Batch file named PA.8AT for track 65 which plays a repeater ID 
REM Set parallel port bit 0 high to tell controller the message has started 
LPT-H 
REM Send text to the Sound Blaster to read (text-to-apaech) 
READ This is W A 6 A X X Repeater, San Jose, in the heart of Silicon Valley.>NUL 
REM The >NUL speeds up the output of messagss by inhibiting display 
REM Set parallal port bit a low to tell controller tbe message has ended 
LPT-L 

Figure 2. Typical batch file used to playa text message. 

PC Software 
There are three steps involved in 

the PC software: modify the 
AUTOEXEC. BAT file, write a simple 

The batch file should contain the 
SBTalker command READ followed 
by the text you want it to read out 
the repeater. The text is converted 
by the Sound Blaster to spoken 

Then you can have the benefits of a 
PC at your site, while your repeater 
is controlled by a reliable industrial
grade controller. 
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Maps For Explorer 
Radio Spectrum Explorer 

software for Windows "hot-links" 
your radio to an on-screen map 
display. The hot-link works in both 
directions. The map shows you 
where you're tuned  literally! Aud 
you can tune your radio by clicking 
a location on the map. 

The Map window is one of 
Explorer's new innovative tuning 
techniques. The question we hear 
most often is "Do you supply (he 
maps?" or "How do I get a map into 
Explorer'?" 

No, we don '1 supply the maps. 
but there are lots of choices on how 
to get one into Explorer. It wants to 
see a plain old bitmap (.BMP) file 
containing your map. Two ways of 
geuiug maps into Explorer are ... 

I Scan in a printed map using a 

handheld or flatbed document 
scanner. 

2 Use one or more of the popular 
mapping software packages 
available. 

On the software side. if you have 
a CD-ROM, you should own SIr-eel 
Atlas USA (DeLorme Mapping. 207
865-1234). Version 2 is improved 
over the original release, and irs a 
CD-ROM classic that everyone 
should have. Zoom to whatever 
level you want and clip out the 
portion that covers your reception 
range. 

While Street Atlas has a street
level orientation, you may be more 
interested in a terrain-oriented 
display. Horizons Technology (800
828-3808) offers Sure.IA/A?S which 
can be supplemented with full-eo lor 

raster USGS map sets of major 
metropolitan areas. 

Another interesting find is Small 
Btu.' Planet (Now What Software, 
415-885-1689). The CD-ROM 
contains a global relief map, a 
grayscale US relief map, and 
numerous satellite images that you 
may be able 10 work into your 
Explorer repertoire. 

You won't want to use maps 
where north is not straight up. like 
AutoMap. Explorer can use latitude! 
longitude information in your local 
data base, and can display the 
current Jar/long of the mouse pointer 
as you move it around. Its 
interpolation relies on vertical 
meridians and horizontal parallels. 

Link your radio to maps and 
experience a new way ofmning! 

NOAA Weather Alert 
Since 97.113 now permits us to 

retransmit government stations such 
as NOAA, you can provide a way to 
notify your users of a pending 
weather emergency. When there is a 
threat of bad weather. NOAA 
transmits a tone that opens up 
weather monitors. You can transmit 
these alerts over your repeater. 

Gather together the following... 

• Midland Weather Max VHF 
Weather Monitor model 74-102 
or equivalent 

• VOX circuit, Electronic Rainbow 
VOX- I (317-291-7262, $6.95) 

• 2 phone jacks 
• 2 phono plugs 
• 1\1isc. wire and connectors 

The radio has a mode switch on 
the hortorn. In the VOICE mode, it 
opens the speaker, lets you hear the 
tone, and then stays open for a 
couple of minutes. After that. the 
radio goes quiet. This is the best 
mode for this project. 

Modify the radio to bring out the 
speaker audio, and the audio before 
the audio driver (from the volume 
control). Mount two phone jacks on 
the side of the radio. One output will 
vary with the volume control and the 
other will be constant. 

Build the VOX and wire it to the 
radio's eonstant output. The VOX 
board will give a logic high when 
there is audio. There are no 
adjustments needed to the board. 

You may want to power the radio 
and VOX circuit with a power 
supply separate from your repeater's 
supply. [fyou use the same supply. 
you may find that when the repeater 
unkeys, there may be a spike all the 
power supply that triggers the VOX 
that will then key the repeater, 
causing an endless cycle. 

Connect the variable audio output 
to the link audio input on the 
controller. and the signal from the 
VOX board to the link COS input. 
The alert will only work when 

you've got the link turned on. 
Here's how it works: 

NOAA sends the tone. 
2 The weather radio speaker opens. 
3 This audio triggers the VOX. 
4 The VOX keys the link input. 
5 The controller puts the audio on 

the air. secondary to repeater 
audio. 

6 After about two minutes, the 
audio stops, the link courtesy tone 
plays, and the system goes back 
to normal. 

As configured, there is no way 
for a ham to bring up NOAA audio 
over the repeater. This could be 
added easily, but should be used 
with cautiou. 

To sum up. this project takes 
advantage of a new privilege we 
have. we shouldn't gel carried 
away. but this is a way to be notified 
of a pending emergency. 

Ray J. Vaughan, KD4BBM 
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An '85 & '96 Scheduling Primer
 
RC -85 and RC-96 controller 

owners were introduced to 
scheduling in Version 5 software. 
lts been around in OUl' '850 for 
~('ar::.. where we first brought the 
concept to amateur repealers. While 
»ot as e-laborate as the '8.:50. your 
scheduler is a greet tool for 

Storing Setpoints 

Setpoiots define when the 
scheduler will change to a different 
I11:1Cro set. You C3.11 schedule lip to 

ten set po inIS that you fill in as 
needed to arrange your schedule. 
each setpoint hold" information 
abont the change - the day of the 

Erasing Set points 
To delete or erase a setpoitu, load 

any invalid time. such as 99 o'clock. 
and specify any macro set. For 
example. enter 

~420S 0 0 0 9900 1 
to clear setpoint S. 

ll1anagingypur repealer. If you've 
ken reluctant so far 10 use it. this 
pruner should help get you going. 
And it'll get you ready for more 
powerful features coming in future 
~dn\\,m~. 

lhc ~cheduler works with your 
(:tmtrolkr'S macro sets and time-of
day clock. making It easier to 
maintain your repeater. IT works like 
an automatic control operator by 
making new selection" lor yon 
automatically al predetermined 
times that you specify. 

Macro sets arc snapshots of your 
rcpcurers control operator 
~ckcti(lllS. plus the srnre of the 
remote base and the remote control 
logic outputs. You program the 
limes and days of the week that von 
want the controller to mnomnucallv 
change macro sets. We call these 
points in time setpoints. 

Storing Macro Sets 
To store a macro set. you select 

the various ","clllng" that you want 
Then :YOLI unlock the controller and 
enter the store macro set prograln
ming command to store the senings 
into one offive macro sets. 

In general. when you want to 
store a new macro set similar to one 
that already exists. simply load the 
existing macro set. make the 
changes to distinguish the new one, 
and then store the new macro set. 

Your controller always powers lip 
and resets into macro set 1. Design 
macro set 1 to describe how yon 
want your repeater to initialize after 
a power loss. Your control operators 

week, time. and the 
macro set ruunhcr. 

Define Setpoint Programming CommandThe day 0 f the week 
can be a certain day 

12 hr mode *420 s Nth DOW AP HHMM M
(like Monday), 

24 hr mode *420 s Nth DOW HIIMM Mweekends (Saturday 
and Sunday), S, Sctpoim 0 . 9 
weekdays (Monday I\th: l xr. Znd. ]rd. -trh, or AI\Y week ulthc month 
Friday), or every O=ANY 1= 1~1 2~2j)d 3 .ud 4 .:llh 
day of the 'Week. DOW: Day of week 
You can specify an o ~ S\Jnt1~~ ~ = FriJ~~ 

nth day ofthe t = Mtlnt.lll:- 6 = Saturday 
month. such as the ? r\J~~o1;,~ 7 = 1.:\<.:r;.Ja} 
third Tuesday. 3 - W ~dn<:"t.!JY 8 = weekduys
which is helpful for 4 = rhur~d:l" 9 = weekends 
monthly events like AP: <I1\J or rill (I f-Iiour mode only j 

meetings. Specify o :1 'I', 1 rill 
The changeover Time f1HMM: Time in ll.uns/Minutc , 
as hours (atwuvs M: Macro set 1-5 
two-digit HH) and 
minutes p...HAj, You Figure 1, Define Setpoint Programming Command. 
muMdeline 
serpoints using the same format (12 Tricks Using Setpoints 
or 24-hour) that you selected when 

Only one setpoint executes at a vou set the clock. Include the a.m. or 
particular day, hour, and minute. 11' p.m. flag ifyou set your clock in the 
several setpoints match at a certain 12 hom mode. Finally, specify the 
time, the lowest numbered setpoin\macro set to which you want Ihe 
will execute. In some cases, thi-; canscheduler 10 change. Sec figure 1 for 
help you conserve sctpoints. Forthe detailed programming command. 
example. if you want something toand figure 2 for an example. 
happen every day at 10:00 p.m .. 
except Thursday when something 
else should happen, then place the 
Thursday setpoint in a lowerExample Select macro set 3 
numbered position than theevery weeknight at I I :00 p.m. 
everyday setpoint. The "Thursd;lY"Use serpoint 5. The clock is in 
scrpoint will occur 011 Thursday.12 hour mode. To do this, enter 
while the scheduler will drop downthe programming command 
to the lower priority "everyday"

(with the controller unlocked) 
set point on other days. 

*420508111003 Also be aware that if a mobile \s 
transmitting 'When a scheduler 

can manually load any of the five Figure 2. Setpoint Programming action is ready to occur, the system 
macro sets. as the scheduler can do Example. 

(Continued on page 5) automatically. 
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waits until the end ofthe mobile 
transmission. The scheduler can 
waiL on one setpoint at a time, If one 
is pending and the repeater is 
waiting for a user \0 end their 
transmission. and anomer setpolnt 
triggers one minute later. the first 
sctpoint is lost and will not execute. 

Decide what macro sets you need, 
Since your controller always 
initializes into 1Il3Cr,1:-;ct I. make 
that your normal daytime set. Yon 
might defme macro sets as follows: 

1: Normal daytime 
2:	 Weekday mornings, frequent 

time message 
3: Friday afternoon. TGIF message 

scheduler will automatically load it 
when you define 3 setpoint 10 do so: 
and your control operators can 
manually load this snapshot by 
loading macro set 1. 

Lock the controller back up and 
select TM 1 for weekday mornings. 
Then store this snapshot as 1/l,)Cl'u 

set ~ It's justlike set l except thai 

Leave several minutes between 
scrpouu- if you need to execute 
trtorc than one at about the same 
time. 

Related Commands 
Several control operator com

mands relate to using the scheduler. 
In addition to manually loading a 
macro set. you can nsk yOlll repeater 
\.... hich macro ser is loaded 1101,',. You 
can turn the scheduler on and off. 
and interrogate whether iff" on or 
off See your manual Appendix 111 
for the actual codes. 

You need to tum the scheduler Oil 

In every macro set out ofwhich yon 
vum \he scheduler to switch. ln 
other words, enable the scheduler in 
each macro set unless you want to 
inhibit automatic switching OUI of 
that lIl<lCI"L\ set. An example of one 
that you wouldn't want 10 switch 
out of might he an emergency 
macro set that you would only select 
manually. and want to remain until 
th.: end of the cmergency. You 
would store that macro set with the 
scheduler turned off, 

Now Schedule Your Repeater 

Figure out in advance exactly 
what you want vour repeater to do, 
then what your repearers schedule 
should be. Think in terms of points 
in time when yOll want the changes 
to occur. 

Perhaps you'd like to turn off 
certain things at night. but leave 
them on untillater on weekends. If 
you have a net on Tuesdays. you'd 
like to remind users for several 
hours before it begins. It might be 
nice 10 have frequent time 
announcements as people go to 
work. Finally, don't forget to wish 
everyone TG[F on Friday 
afternoons. This will he a good stan. 

~ Time l!3)' Sel Protjramm[r1g Command 
U 01 :00 p.m. Friday 3 '420 0 0 5 1 OtOO 3 
I 07:30 p.m. Fndav I *420 1 0 5 1 0730 1 
2 04:30 p.m. Tuesday 4 *420 2 0 ? 1 l'--1~"JO 4 
J 08:30 p.m. Tuesday I *4-20 3 0 " L 0830 1 
4 12:0 I a.m. weekdays 5 *420 4 0 " 0 ',201 5 
5 01:3() a.tn. weekends 5 ~420 5 0 9 0 0130 5 
6 06:1:' a.m. everyday *420 6 0 7 0 ()61~j 

7 07:00 a.111. weekdays 2 ~4~0 7 0 e 0 0700 2 
s 09:00'1.1Il. weekdays *420 8 0 8 () 0900 
9 not used 

Figure 3. Setpoints for the sample schedule. 

4: Tuesday net tail mcssage and 
speciulLlj 

.'i: Normal nighttime 

Load the tail messages and [Os 
Ih"l you'll need lIsing prcgramrniug 
commands. Unlock the controller 
and program: 

TM 1: (time) (a.m.zp.m.} [for 
weekday mornings] 

TM2: TGIF [for Friday afternoon] 
TM3: Net tonight at 8:30 [lor 

Tuesday afternoon and evening] 
Special 10: Net tonight at 8:30, on 

WA6A XX. repeater rfor 
Tuesday afternoon and evening] 

Stan by defining IIIJcrO set J. 
Make sure vou've set 311 the control 
op selections the way you want lor 
normal daytime operation. If you're 
not sure what the current selections 
are. then enter the propel' control op 
commands so you are sure. Also set 
up rhe remote base and UF remote 
control outputs. although in this 
example they're not important. Then 
unlock your controller and enter 
*5911. The response will be "MA C 
R U. " You've taken a snapshot of 
the current setup of your controller 
and stored it in macro set 1. From 
now on, this is how your controller 
will beha....e under three conditions
the controller will power up and 
reset into this snapshot; the 

vouve selected a tail message. 

Select 1M2 lor the Friday Hi 11
message, and store as /l/t/crOlel J 

For Tuesdays, select TM':; anJ 
special lD (or rotate pending and 
special [[)o,). Store this snapshot d~ 

mucro set-s. 

Macro set 5 will he for the 
normal night operation. Turn off the 
tail message and soecial Hi. You 
may want to disable certain 
functions like the autopatch. Then 
unlock and enter '5915 to store 
macro sel 5 

Now you've defined and stored 
all the macro sets. You can get hack 
to the daytime macro set nsing the 
control operator command 1Ll load 
macro set I. Now define setpoims. 

On Friday afternoons at I p.m.. 
select macro ser 3 for the HiJr tail 
message until 7:30. Tuesdays from 
4:30 until net time you want the net 
reminder state. You can switch to 
the night mode at midnight on 
weeknights and at I :30 a.m. on 
weekends and su on. Define your 
setpoints with programming 
commands shown in frgurc 3. 

Now you're done! Sit back and 
hear your repeater do your work for 
you, And stay tuned (or more about 
ymlr scheduler's bright future! 
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RC-850 Controller "Retired" 
Yes, it's true. After a nearly' 

unprecedeutcd twelve year product
life. we've taken the legendary '850 
controller off our price list as a 
standard product. It's simply 
become too expensive to keep in 
production in low volume. Its 
twelve years were ones of continual 
change and improvement, with 
software and hardware upgrades and 
enhancements that have kept it the 
industry's standard of comparison in 
repeater control. lf you own an 
'850, we' II always be here with 
technical support and repair 
services. And j f you need ten or 
more new '8505, we can build them 
for you 011 special order. 

A reminder to '850 owners ... If 
you have the computer interface, 
download and keep a current copy 
of the e2prom.hex tile on your 
computer. That way, if you're hit by 
lightning, you can send us the tile 
on disk. Then we can load it into a 
new E1pROM without you needing 
to do any reprogramming. 

way to distribute this newsletter. 
We've published a primed version 
since 1982. mailing it to thousands 
of you on our mailing list every few 
months. In an effort to bring you 
more information in a more timely 
way, we're posting an expanded 
edition on America Online and 
ComptrServe. .5lCC '}{pte:; Onune is a 
Windows Help-format file that you 
can download and view like 
Windows Help. 

.5lCC '}{ptes Online gets around the 
space limitations inherent in a 
printed newsletter. It also gives you 
information in machine readable 
form that you can cut and paste into 
other documents. 

On CompuServe, GO Hi\MNET 
and look in the Vendor Support 
Library. On America Online, GoTo 
Ham Radio Club (keyword 

the only book that covers ham radio 
and CBs and satellites and packet 
radio and shortwave listening all 
from the amateur's point of view." 
You can examine it free for 30 days 
and return it if you choose. $49.95. 
Mcryraw-Hlll. (800) 822-8158. 

Time & Frequency Services 
Paper #37-93 describes "Time and 
Frequency Services Offered by 
N[ST."" lr covers the National 
Institute of Standards and Technol
ogy radio stations WWV, WWVH, 
and WWVB, satellite time services 
and the Automated Computer Time 
Service. Two additional services are 
described for those who need the 
most accurate time or frequency 
signals. (303) 497-3237. 

"ham radio"} and look in 
the Software Exchange, How to Contact Us... 
Ham Radio Library for 
MS-DOS. Advanced Computer Controls, Inc. 

913 Willow Street, Suite #104Let us know what you 
San Jose, CA 95125-9973 think! 

Class of '96 

We're focusing our repeater 
controller efforts on enhancing the 
RC-96 controller (and the software 
compatible '85) with new software, 
accessories, and extensions. With 
the larger memories now available, 
the '96 will be able to inherit many 
of the sophisticated rea!ures first 
pioneered in the '850. along with a 
new level of ease of usc through 
Windows programming software. In 
addition, the '96 and '85 will be 
able to work with a PC to extend its 
capabilities to include features like 
voice recording and playback. Over 
time. the '96 will surpass the '850 at 
a much more attractive price! 

Effective immediately, if you 
purchase a new '96 controller. you 
will receive the next major software 
release at no charge. So [here's no 
reason to wait! 

~cc '!'{ptes Online 
Starting with this issue, we're 

experimenting with an additional 

New Cordless Phone 
Frequencies 

The FCC responded to a 
req uest by the 
Telecommunication 
Industry Association (TIA) 
to allocate additional 
frequencies in the 46/49 
MHz range for cordless 
telephones. A Notice of 
Proposed Rulernaktng 
proposes an expansion 
from ten to twenty-five 
channel pairs. 

The complete text of the 
NPRM is available in JilCC 
'llote.s Online. 

Amateur Radio 
Encyclopedia 

TABlMcGraw-Hili 
announces "the newest, 
most complete, best 
illustrated reference ever 
published on amateur 
radio. The encyclopedia is 

Telephone numbers ... 
Voice 408-975-2050 
FAX: 408-975-2056 
Tech. Support: 408-975-2055 

CompuServe E-mail address ... 
72114,2062 

Internet E-mail address ... 
72114.2062@eompuserve.com 

ACC Notes is published several times J 

year and mailed to ACC equipment 
owners, users, and friends. 

..:~cc 'J{ptes Online ean be downloaded 
from CompuServe's Hamnet and from 
America Online's Ham Radio Club. 

Send comments, suggestions, or articles to: 

Editor/writer: Ed Ingber. WA6AXX 

at any of the above mail, FAX, or E-mail 
addresses. 

© 1994, Advanced Computer Controls, Inc. 
Permission is granted 10 reprint material from 
ACC Notes on condition that credit is given tu 
Advanced Computer Controls, lne. 
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Technical Support Q&A
 
I"lour repealer has delle/oped 

" an echo that comes and goes. 
Sometimes when we tatk: 
through it we sound like 

we're in an ecna chamber. There 
must be somesstng wrong with the 
controller's audio delay. 

IA I That's a natural conclusion to 
draw, given what you hear. 
When you hear hoofbeats you 
think horses. However. 

sometimes they're zebras! We've 
come across this befnre, and in 
virtually every case we've seen, it's a 
case nfthe transmitted signal, a spur, 
nr a mixing product being heard by 
the receiver. The repeater closes the 
feedback loop, and since the 
controller intentionally introduces a 
delay, you hear the barrel effect. If 
ynur controller doesn't have an audio 
delay, you might hear a squeal or 
howl, instead. 

You can isolate the problem 
immediately by listening directly to 
the audio output of the receiver (nut 
the transmit audio coming from the 
controller}. If you hear the echo there, 
it must be an RF issue. If the receiver 
audio is clean, then call us and we'll 
hclp you check the controller. 

In one case, the echo went away 
when the repeater owner retuned the 
duplexcr. In another, a split-site 
repeater, tightening the coaxial 
connectors eliminated the echo. The 
repeater transmitter was getting into 
the link receiver because of the loose 
connection. 

One owner started to hear an AM 
radio station along with an echo of 
repeater users. He tracked it down to 
Christmas lights put up at the home at 
the repeater site. It seems that his 220 
transmit signal mixed with a 1500 
kHz AM radio station in the 
Christmas lights causing a mixing 
product to appear 10kHz off his 
receive frequency. 

Again, isolate the problem by 
listening directly to recei ...-er audio. If 
you hear echo there, snoop for toose 
connections, detuned duplexers, or 
Christmas lights! 

IA I Sometimes our repeater has 
~ grunge that keeps Ihe 

transmmer keyed. After a few 
minutes, the repeater time,~ 

OUI and the transmitter drops, bUI 
then ;1 comes right back up again. 
Why doesn't the repealer stay off 
when if times-out? 

[I] 
The problem may be related to 
the previous question. If 

A mixing products from the 
transmitter cause the grunge, 

the grunge will go away when the 
repeater times out and the transmitter 
drops. Then, when the transmitter 
COll1~S hack up to say "Repeater time
out cancel," the grunge will return and 
keep the repeater keyed again. 

IA I I hear ~iome wstems where 
~ me.uage.~ just run together. 

Please remind your owners 
that they can insert pauses tn 

messages (like commas in sentences) 
using ,<;peech vocabulary code 34 or 
Morse vocabulary code I I. 

Thanks. and consider it done! 

IA I I want to blo£:k "caller LD" 
~ on our outgomg phone 

patches so that no one can 
read our repeater's phone 

number. How can I automatically 
dial "67 before every call to disable 
caller ID? 

[I] 
Use the Patch Dialing Prefix 
message. (In the 850 there are 

A three dialing prefixes, one 
ellch for the primary, 

secondary, and tertiary patches.) 
Program it as a message to say "S67." 
The vocabulary codes are 73 06 OT 
The controller converts the S to ". 
Then the controller will dial out 
DTMF ·67 before every eall. You 
shouldn't need a pause between the 
"'67 and the phone number. 

If you have older software that 
doesn't convert S 10·. the phone 
company will usually accept DTMF 
] 1 in place of ". In other words, make 
your Patch Dialing Prefix" 1167" 

IA I Can t use Q J4.4K baud 
~ modem at home with the 

t 2(J() baud modem 
connected to my '8.lf)'! You 

cunrt find 1200 baud modems 
anymore. 

A[I] 
Sure. Just set your comm 
program to 1200 baud. Thai 
way. your J4.4K modem will 
originate calls to (he 

controller at 1200 baud using Bell 
2 J2A modem tones. Set the baud rate 
before you call. Don't change it 
during the call, or you may change the 
baud rate but not the rone modulation 
mode. 

IA I My '8:10has been in service 
~ for nearly llyearsona 

southern California 
mountaintop. The ,<;y.,·tem 

has developed a signi.!i£'antsideband 
1J kHz on each side Of 'he carrier 
frequency. The amplituffe Of the 
sideband seems to be related to the 
amount ofripple on the internal 
negali~'e nine volt power supply in 
the conootter. 

IAlltsoundsasifthcre'stoo 
much 15 lHz ripple on the 
negative supply in your 
controller. An internal charge 

pump develops negative nine volts so 
that the audio circuitry can operate 
around true ground. The elecunlvric 
filler cap cn may have aged. and the 
resulting ripple may be getting into 
the transmit audio. Replace the cap. 
perhaps with a larger value (lOO~220 

~F) electrolytic or tantalum. Also, 
check that the quad op amps are 
TL064 low-power versions and were 
never replaced with a higher current 
type that would also increase ripple. 

By the way, most transmitters 
would filter out such high audio 
frequencies before their rnndulator. 
Your Spectrum SCT-I J0 is wide 
open. bur you can modify it to FCC 
type-accepted performance. See its 
schematic for the optional capacitors 
that you should add and change 

And here's to twelve more years of 
service from your '850 controller' 
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ACC Notes is now available Onfine 
Now you can access JICC 'J{gtes Online from the information superhighway. Download 
JICC 'J{gtes Online to your computer from CompuScrvc's Ilamnet or America Online. JICC 'J{gtes 
Online is a Windows Help-format file that you can read, print, and cut and paste. It contains the 
full text of the printed issue, plus expanded coverage with more articles, ideas, and computer files. 
In addition to what's in this printed issue, the current issue of JICC 'J{gtes Online contains ... 
• More ID messages, courtesy tone ideas, and technical support Qs & As 
• Articles about the new FCC commissioner, a local tower conflict, and more 
• Details of programs in the article "Expanding Your Repeater's Vocabulary" 
• The full text of the Cordless Telephone proposed rule change 
• Our rCOM RP-xx20 Interface application note, Lightning app note, and Spare Parts Price List 
• Updated RC-85 and RC-96 Controller Programming Sheets referenced in the last issue 
• Complete information and pricing on ACe's products 
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